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Nasal bone fracture – timely interventon is a
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Abstract
Nose is acentral projection in the face with fragile skeleton. A trivial trauma canose is acentral
projection in the face with fragile skeleton. A trivial trauma can result in a significant deformity.
Although majority suffer a bony injury, overlying swelling masks the deformity. If such deformity
is not identified and intervened, it can lead to soft tissue changes as well as bone deformity,
which may require septoplasty or rhinoplasty later hence in nasal bone fracture intervention in
the timely manner is a must to reduce the long term morbidity and the cost of treatment result
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and the cost of treatment.
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Introduction
Nasal fractures are the most common facial
fracture. Nasal bones and underlying cartilage
are susceptible to fractures as the nose
maintains a prominent position and central
location on the face and because it has a low
breaking strength they often go unnoticed1.
Patients with nasal fractures usually present
with combination of deformity, tenderness,
hemorrhage, edema, ecchymosis, instability,
and crepitations. Sometimes, edema can
mask underlying nasal deformity and further
diagnosis and appropriate treatment may be
hampered. Especially when the underlying
structural integrity of bone and cartilage is
lost, untreated nasal fractures can result both
in unfavourable function as well as appearance
and these accounts for the high percentage
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of rhinoplasty and septoplasty procedures
later on. Thus appropriate treatment is best
done before scarring and soft tissue changes
occur in irreversible fashion. To restore facial
appearance nasal bones may need
realignment and this reduction should take
place within a certain period of time from the
injury. Unless the injury is severe, waiting
couple of days until most of the swelling
reduced is advisable but, if we wait too long
the operation becomes more difficult and
success rate is reduced.
Methods
This study based on our experience of 16
patients of isolated nasal bone fractures.
Patients having nasal bone fracture as a part
of pan facial fracture (fractures involving other
bones of face) were excluded from the study.
No study tools were used as this is not a
formal study
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Result
Out of the 16 patients, 12 were male & 4
female. All had LMV (light motor vehicle) road
traffic accident. 14 had displaced fractures
which needed reduction, 2 were managed with
splinting as fractures were not grossly
displaced. Swelling and transient nasal bleed
was the major complaints in all of them. Post
operatively all were happy and no one required
delayed septoplasty or rhinoplasty

Fig 2 a. Deformity masked due to edema

Fig.1 a. Grossly displaced nasal bones

Fig 2 b. 1 month post op picture

Fig.1 b. 2months post op picture
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Discussion
Nose occupies the central position in face
and due to the projection from the facial plane
any trivial impact is borne by the nasal
skeleton. Among the nasal structures nasal
bones are thin and the bone - cartilage
junction is weakest, hence the damage is
mostly seen in this area. With forceful impact,
the nasal septum may be involved. In septum
either haematoma or the displacement from
the bony attachment is major pathology. A
septal haematoma can lead to infection later
perforation which can be a permanent
morbidity, which needs to be followed up
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regularly. Although the studies show most
nasal bone fractures in young adults and are
related more to altercations and sporting
injuries and less to motor vehicle
accidents4,5,6; in our institute most were
middle-aged and all were due to motor vehicle
accidents. The unpleasent deformity was not
appreciated by the patient himself, probably
due to the overlying oedema or haematoma.
The use of plain images and computed
tomography (CT) scans for the diagnosis and
management of nasal fractures has been
controversial. Several small studies have
shown that use of these modalities is neither
cost-effective nor beneficial to the patient or
physician1. We used in 3 patient CT scan
where the indication was different from nasal
fracture, rest were diagnosed with plain
radiograph we reduced the fractured bone on
2/3rd day in our institute and splinting was
done for 15 days maintains the alignment.
Dr. Bermant has his patients wait a couple of
days after early evaluation (until most of the
swelling goes down) and inferred waiting too
long makes the operation difficult.
After 6 months of follow up, no patient required
any secondary procedures either for appearance
or function but studies show untreated nasal
fractures account for the high percentage of
rhinoplasty and septoplasty procedures
performed months to years after the initial
trauma. Thus, appropriate treatment is best
rendered in a timely manner, before scarring
and soft tissue changes occur1,4,5,7,8,9,10.
Conclusion
Nose being a fragile structure projecting from
the facial plane, minimal assault can result
in fracture. Most patients cannot recognise
the underlying deformity because of oedema
or haematoma and oedema can mask the
deformity. Correcting the deformity prevents
the scarring and the soft tissue changes
avoiding the need of secondary septoplasty
or the rhinoplasty. Hence, Recognising and
reducing the nasal fracture in a timely manner
reduces the cost of treatment as well as long
term morbidity.
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